LIRTC meeting with SGA on 3/30/11 at 7pm, Lowry 119
Matt gave background on initial Woodle implementation 5 years ago.
Student Feedback:
See grades, up to date
easy for teachers to use (teachers don't use moodle so they can't use it)
events postings (campus wide and group specific)
all class info in one place (documents, power points, etc.)
Ongoing thread between students and professors - find out things faster
discussion board with other participants
notifications
don't want to have to check multiple systems
communication with faculty - text on some things but not everything, email is secondary
e-reserves - all course materials in one spot
multiple sign ins in separate systems - sign in once and all things connected
scotweb only for registration - dead, no one thinks about
registration and grades only for most students
interface in lms that pulls in scotweb info
pdfs open within the same window instead of new window
posting grades easily throughout semester
link on woodle to video clips on youtube or something similar
students get charged for going to watch movies at media library
digital copies
netflix for course
Mt St Joe's - movies for free on demand, just out of theaters
Google docs - work on stuff at the same time
or widgets within system
group projects at the same time
incorporate some sort of social aspect
live chat / chatroom
too personal could be too distracting
both chatroom and thread would be useful
nothing different with study abroad
Skype
web conferencing
document sharing
turn-it-in
love the idea of electronic submission
as long as professors don't turn around and print it
forms instead of docs or pdfs
tools
Skype

google docs
google scholar
prezi
zotero
wolfram - alpha
pb works
file sharing within group
wikis
microsoft office, open office, google doc
server based software or site-wide license
statistical software
at least on every campus computer
majors on their own computer

LIRTC meeting with Faculty, 4/5/11 at 11am in Kauke Tower
- no attendees

LIRTC meeting with Faculty 4/7/11 at 4pm in Kauke 034
public portion like Voices
schedule
syllabus
private part
class things you don't want public
grade book
dropbox for assignments
email tool
centralized for every class
don't have to check multiple sites
single log-in
protected page is only pdfs
have to use woodle for data, excel, etc.
have to include links in a bunch of stuff
ability to comment
ability to upload mass commented files
wiki in woodle stinks
forum also stinks
collaboration space for students
students confused as to where to go
have to include links everywhere
voices is easy to use

good skill for students to learn
easy to embed multimedia
feedback survey
how to get questions on quiz without retyping everything
import past courses
like having a grade book
not the one on woodle or voices
like group functions of woodle
easy to keep track of who is in group
grade by group
mass upload of files
like open source
like disconnect between scotweb and grade book
would like option to auto-export
most finesse grades at end
use of blogs
use of wiki
social media connection?
twitter
yammer
limited characters
chatroom
discussion board
rss reader
template for setting up formats
with links
simplicity
glitches in woodle
file names
auto-links
not intuitive
Transition
"now you're making me learn a new one"
time to transfer
building wiki for 2 years
import
ease of use
maintain old sites for 2-3 years to give time to convert

